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INTRODUCTION 

In modern devices several modules are 

integrated on a single chip. Thus the increasing 

integration of transistors on a single chip produces 

robust design, more defects are produced 

accordingly. In this scenario there is a need to test 

those designs. As the technology advances huge 

volume of test data is needed to be tested. But the 

huge volume of test data will increase the testing 

time and area, this is one of the major issues for the 

SOC vendors. Because the huge test data volume 

not only exceeds the commercial ATE memory and 

I/O channel capacity, it also increases the testing 

time and test power. Increase in test time, memory 

and power cause a direct impact on test cost and 

time to market. So the vendors are in a situation to 

reduce the volume of test data. Hence the test data 

compression is mandatory for such cases.  

         Data compression is broadly divided into 

two categories such as lossy and lossless 

compression. In lossless compression the original 

data can be recovered without any data loss. It is 

usually used to compress text or binary files. The 

other is lossy compression, some loss of data quality 

is so acceptable. It usually used to compress image 

data files. 

 Many test data compression techniques 

have been proposed so far to reduce the test data 

volume and improve the transmission efficiency 

between the automatic test equipment and system 

on chip. The compression technique is used to 

compress the test data and is stored in ATE memory. 

Through the test channels the compressed data are 
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ABSTRACT 

Test data compression is an efficient method to reduce the large test 

data volume for a system on chip designs. A new compression technique is 

proposed in this paper to achieve high compression for test data having large 

number of specified values (0’s and 1’s) called as reduced control code. In Multi 

Dimensional Pattern Run Length Coding (MDPRC) are made respectively from 

one dimensional PRC to three dimensional PRC. In this technique, test data are 

divided into a number of blocks, then each block is compared with its 

consecutive block as bit by bit, then it has to be merged. Depends upon the 

number of blocks are merged, it generates the control code. The compression 

can be achieved by using reduced control code technique. To demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed method, experiments are conducted on ISCAS’89 

benchmarks. The results shown in this method, can achieve significant 

compression in a test data volume. 
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transferred to SOC. An on chip decoder is used to 

retrieve the original test data without any loss and is 

scanned regularly.  

Previous works: As a result of many researches on 

test data compression many techniques were 

evolved. Besides all the test data compression 

techniques fall into any one of this category such as 

code-based schemes, linear decompression based 

schemes and broadcast-scan-based schemes. Code 

based scheme compression appears as dividing the 

original test data into patterns and replacing it by a 

code-word according to its specific property to 

encode the data. In decompression area the 

decoder simply replace the codeword by the specific 

patterns. 

A block merging technique is used to merge 

many successive test blocks to reduce the test data 

volume. Both the test data volume and dictionary 

volume are reduced by having smaller number of 

codeword for larger block size. Based on encoding 

runs, a variable-to-variable length compression 

technique is called Multi-Dimensional Pattern run 

length codes (MDPRC), which divides the test vector 

into number of blocks. The compatible patterns can 

be given by a code word where number of pattern 

runs and pattern length is encoded.  

           A block merging technique is used to merge 

many consecutive test blocks to reduce the test data 

volume. To minimize the test time a high speed and 

throughput method is proposed in Pattern Run 

Length Coding (PRL).It gives the data independent 

methods which compress the consecutive patterns 

in an innovative manner with simple decompression 

architecture. A shortest average code word length 

can be given by Huffman coding with a disadvantage 

of larger decoder size. A cyclic shift compression 

with multiple scan chains will completely reduce the 

test time. On the other hand, it gives very less 

compression ratio with higher hardware overhead. 

By using MDPRC compression, by skipping the 

switching activity for longer scan chains it is possible 

to reduce the test power and test data volume. 

Multi Dimensional Pattern compression is a 

run-length-based compression technique. In this 

method the encoder encodes the test set by runs of 

compatible pattern. The test pattern can be 

generated for compression using LFSR. The 

generated pattern must have small number of don’t-

care bits (X’s). In this technique the test pattern can 

be divided into number of bit-patterns (Blocks). Each 

bit-pattern is compared with the adjacent one and 

the number of runs can be denoted by a control 

code. The final codeword has control code followed 

by encoded pattern. The Control code (C) denotes 

the number of pattern runs of the Encoded pattern 

(E) and the merge of both is denoted by codeword. 

 
                  Figure .1 Existing Block diagram. 

Figure 1, shows the block diagram of test pattern 

compression. The block diagram shows the flow of 

the compression process. The test pattern is 

partitioned into number of bit-patterns of specified 

length. First two bit-patterns has to be taken and 

have to compare bit-by-bit. Depending upon the 

possibility of merging, successive bit-patterns has to 

be merged with the previous outputs and final 

codeword has to be generated. If there is no 

possibility of merging two bit strings, a codeword 

has to be generated for the previous outputs and 

new process of merging has to be started from the 

next string.  

The test vectors generated by ATE can be 

divided into number of patterns; each pattern can 

be compared and merged with adjacent one. 

Depending upon the number of runs a control code 

can be encoded. This method gives more 

compression when test vectors have less number of 

specified bits. If the specified bits are more and 

more we cannot able to merge those patterns. 

Similarly, if none of the pattern can be merged then 

it has to be represented by a separate control code 

for each pattern.    
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Table – 1  Actual compression in existing method of MDPRC 

From the above table Test pattern1, Test 

pattern2, Test pattern3 is considered as test 

patterns and divided into four blocks as B1, B2, B3 

and B4.Final code considered as combination of 

Codeword(C) with Encoded pattern (E). The first two 

blocks can be compared bit-by-bit. After comparing, 

the two blocks can be merged when there is no 

transition between the 2-bits during comparison. 

The merged output is then compared with next 

block and the process of merging is going on till any 

transition occurs. At last a Control code can be 

encoded which denotes the number of blocks 

merged. If a transition occurs the merging process 

should be stopped before the block where the 

transition occur and the corresponding codeword 

should be generated. Then a new process of 

merging is started from the next two blocks.  

State Diagram 

Figure 2, shows the state diagram of 

MDPRC compression. When RESET=’1’, the system 

will be in state 0, which initialize the system. When 

RESET=’0’, the test data is divided into number of bit 

patterns in state 1. Again the system goes to state 0, 

when condition (COND)=’1’. If COND=’0’, it goes to 

state 2 where comparison of bit patterns are done 

to check the possibility of merging two bit patterns. 

If possible go to state 3 and if not goes to state 4. 

State 3, the two bit patterns are merged 

into one with the increment of control code and the 

merged output going to state 2 for comparison with 

ext bit pattern for merging. The process continues 

till the last bit pattern was merged. When all the bit 

pattern was merged, the present Control code (C) 

with a encoded data (merged pattern) gives the 

code word. The final code word is the compressed 

data. At state 4, a code word for the present pattern 

continues its process from the state2  by taking next 

two bit patterns for merging. Finally the process 

resets when all the patterns were merged. 

 
Proposed work 

        The proposed method is Reduced Control Code.  

The test vectors having larger number of unspecified 

values (X’s) can be merged easily resulting in more 

compression. If the known values (0’s and 1’s) are 

more the possibility of merging is comparatively 

less. At certain instances there is no possibility for 

merging of sequences. At this situation for every 

sequence, a separate Control code has to be 

generated. As a result, the size of the compressed 

sequence is larger than the original input sequence. 

So the overall compression ratio is getting reduced 

in existing method. 

                                          
                Figure 3  Proposed block diagram  
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          In Table-2, the test pattern (TP3) has more 

specified bits and it cannot able to compress. The 

size of TP3 is 16-bits and its compressed codeword 

as the size of 24 bits. This is because none of the 

block is merged. So each block encodes a 2-bit 

control code. So the compressed sequence has 8-

bits more than the original data. In this situation it is 

possible to reduce the 8-bit control code into 3-bit 

control code. A special control code (SC) “000” is 

encoded before the original sequence which 

indicates none of the blocks are merged. So the final 

codeword for the uncompressed pattern has a SC 

followed by original sequence (TP3 or E) is given in 

table 2.The size of the codeword using normal 

control code has 24 bits. But the size of the 

codeword using special control code has the 

uncompressed size of 19 bits. Totally 5 bits can be 

reduced in the below example. 

 
Table -2  Proposed compression technique 

Experiment Results 

This proposed compression technique has 

been experimented in ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits. 

Here 2-bit control code and 4-blocks are taken, 

which means that the test patterns can be divided 

into 4-blocks and the process of comparison and 

merging can be done. It is possible to modify or 

reduce the size of the control code when none of 

the blocks are compressed. By an average of 3% to 

9% of compression can be obtained for the various 

benchmark circuits when no blocks are compressed.  

The compression ratio (CR) for each and 

every method can be calculated by the equation as, 

 

n Table-3 the compression ratio of the 

proposed method is compared with existing 

technique. 

Figure .4, The Output signal of   Final Test data 

Compression 

 
Figure .5, The Output signal for none of the blocks 

matched 

Figure 4 and 5 shows the output signal for test data 

compression using reduced control code. 

Conclusion 

 Most of the compression techniques give 

more compression ratio when the unspecified bits 

are higher. It is not possible to achieve better 

compression when known bits are higher, because 

the codeword size is comparatively larger than the 

size of the original sequence due to larger number 

of control codes. This method is intensively 

proposed to reduce the size of the control code to 

achieve better compression by using proposed 

special control code method. This proposed method 

is experimented on ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits and 

its results are verified. The results clearly proved 

that the proposed method reduces the size of the 
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control code by the factor of 3% to 9% and a better 

compression is achieved. 
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